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Abstract The Southern Ocean (SO) hosts plankton communities that impact the biogeochemical cycles of the global ocean. However, weather conditions in the SO restrict mainly in situ observations of plankton communities to spring and summer, preventing the description of biological successions at an annual scale. Here, we use shipboard observations collected in the Indian sector of the SO to develop a multivariate relationship between physical and bio-optical data, and, the composition and carbon content of the plankton community. Then we apply this multivariate relationship to ﬁve biogeochemical Argo (BGC-Argo) ﬂoats deployed within the same bio-geographical zone as the ship-board observations to describe spatial and seasonal changes in plankton assemblage. The ﬂoats reveal a high contribution of bacteria below the mixed layer, an overall low abundance of picoplankton and a seasonal succession from nano- to microplankton during the spring bloom. Both naturally iron-fertilized waters downstream of the Crozet and Kerguelen Plateaus show elevated phytoplankton biomass in spring and summer but they differ by a nano- or microplankton dominance at Crozet and Kerguelen, respectively. The estimated plankton group successions appear consistent with independent estimations of particle diameter based on the optical signals. Furthermore, the comparison of the plankton community composition in the surface layer with the presence of large mesopelagic particles diagnosed by spikes of optical signals provides insight into the nature and temporal changes of ecological vectors that drive particle export. This study emphasizes the power of BGC-Argo ﬂoats for investigating important biogeochemical processes at high temporal and spatial resolution.



1. Introduction The Southern Ocean (SO) plays a key role in the global carbon cycle representing 40% of the oceanic anthropogenic CO2 sink (Mikaloff Fletcher et al., 2006; Sabine et al., 2004). The SO displays highly contrasted surface chlorophyll a concentrations and associated primary production (Ardyna et al., 2017; Arrigo et al., 2008). The vast high nutrient, low chlorophyll (HNLC, Minas et al., 1986) areas characterized by iron limitation (de Baar et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1990) contrast with highly productive areas supported by natural iron fertilization (Boyd et al., 2012). Additionally, the strong eastward-ﬂowing Antarctic Circumpolar Current generates stable fronts, imposing a hydrological zonation that constrains phytoplankton species distribution (Charalampopoulou et al., 2016; Crosta et al., 2005; Diıez et al., 2004). Sampling this biological diversity is a critical step for a better understanding of how plankton assemblage shapes biogeochemical ﬂuxes such as the carbon transfer to the ocean interior (Boyd & Newton, 1999; Guidi et al., 2015; Henson et al., 2012). For example, it is suggested that microplankton-dominated communities show high export efﬁciency but low transfer efﬁciency, whereas the opposite is observed for picoplankton (Guidi et al., 2015; Henson et al., 2012).
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The weather conditions in the SO restrict in situ observations with classical oceanographic cruises mainly in spring and summer. To overcome this issue, phytoplankton seasonal dynamics have been studied using satellite ocean color data coupled with climatologies of physical data (Ardyna et al., 2017; Fauchereau et al., 2011; Thomalla et al., 2011). However, these approaches are limited to the upper layer of the ocean and might miss important features of phytoplankton vertical distribution (Erickson et al., 2016; Holm-Hansen &
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Hewes, 2004; Parslow et al., 2001). In addition, the observations of ocean colour in the SO in winter are impaired by the presence of sea-ice and persistent cloud cover (Pope et al., 2017). The recent development of autonomous observation platforms equipped with bio-optical sensors such as gliders and especially the so-called Biogeochemical-Argo (BGC-Argo) ﬂoats (Johnson & Claustre, 2016) offers the opportunity to study phytoplankton geographical, vertical and temporal distribution in the critically under-sampled SO waters. Concomitantly, recent methods have been developed to estimate biogeochemical ﬂuxes from autonomous observations such as primary production (Nicholson et al., 2015; Thomalla et al., 2015), export (Bishop et al., 2004; Briggs et al., 2011; Estapa et al., 2017) and remineralization (Hennon et al., 2016; Martz et al., 2008). However, the identiﬁcation of the biological drivers of these ﬂuxes is generally elusive because the interpretation of the bio-optical signals in terms of particle assemblages remains complex. For example, according to theory, particulate backscattering coefﬁcient (bbp) is mostly inﬂuenced by 1 mm sized particles, but ﬁeld studies have shown that plankton of much larger size can potentially affect bbp (Morel & Ahn, 1991; Stramski & Kiefer, 1991). Moreover, laboratory studies with monospeciﬁc cultures have demonstrated that for a given cell size, both cell structure and shape affects the bbp signal (Vaillancourt et al., 2004; Volten et al., 1998; Whitmire et al., 2010). Similarly, variations in the chlorophyll a ﬂuorescence to particulate backscattering ratio can reﬂect both photoacclimation processes (Behrenfeld & Boss, 2003) and changes in the phytoplankton community structure (Cetinic´ et al., 2015). Thus, the bio-optical signals collected by autonomous platforms result from a complex combination of multiple factors (plankton community structure, phytoplankton physiology, abiotic particles). In this context, the characterization of the co-variation of optical signals and plankton community structure in a given environment is clearly needed before unambiguously interpreting the data reported by autonomous platforms. The SOCLIM (Southern Ocean and CLIMate) project aims to study climate-relevant biogeochemical processes in the Southern Ocean by combining classical oceanographic sampling with innovative tools (e.g., BGC-Argo ﬂoats, moored autonomous water samplers). In this study, we ﬁrst aim at developing a multivariate transfer function that allows, based on data acquired during the SOCLIM cruise (October 2016), relationships to be established between hydrological and optical signals and the plankton community structure from bacteria to microplankton. This transfer function is subsequently applied to data collected by ﬁve BGC-Argo ﬂoats deployed in the Indian sector of the SO to predict and analyze the variability of plankton community structure for diverse seasons and environments of the SO. Finally, we detail the relationship between the predicted plankton community structure in the mixed layer and the occurrence of large particles in the mesopelagic.



2. Methods 2.1. Plankton Carbon Estimation and Optical Data Collected During the SOCLIM Cruise The SOCLIM cruise (DOI:10.17600/16003300) took place in the Indian sector of the SO in October 2016 on board the R/V Marion Dufresne II. Conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD, Seabird SBE91) casts were performed at various stations from the Subtropical Zone to the Antarctic Zone. We focus here on 11 stations located between 358S and 58.58S (Figure 1a and supporting information Table S1). Vertical proﬁles of chlorophyll a ﬂuorescence (F), particulate backscattering at 700 nm (bbp) and particulate beam attenuation coefﬁcient at 650 nm (cp) were acquired using a Wet Labs ECO triplet and a Wet Labs C-star transmissiometer (25 cm path length) mounted on the CTD frame. Fluorescence data were corrected for non-photochemical quenching on daytime proﬁles following the method of Xing et al. (2012) and converted to chlorophyll a concentration (Chl, mg m23) by ﬁrst applying the factory calibration (dark value and slope) and then multiplying by 0.5 (Roesler et al., 2017). bbp (m21) was calculated as described in Schmechtig et al. (2015) and references therein. Brieﬂy, raw instrument measurements (counts) were transformed into the total volume scattering function (b) at an angle of 1248 and wavelength of 700 nm by applying the manufacturerprovided scaling factor and dark count. bbp was then calculated as bbp 52pvðb2bsw Þ where v is a wavelength-dependent conversion factor (here 1.142) and bsw is the contribution of pure seawater to scattering that depends on temperature and salinity. cp (m21) was calculated from transmittance data (T) using d the manufacturer calibration: cp 52 1l 3lnðT Þ where l is the sensor pathlenth (25 cm) and T5 VVws 2V 2Vd where Vs in the instrument signal, Vd is the dark value and Vw is the value in the water used for calibration. The windows of the optical instruments were carefully cleaned before each deployment and no drift correction was
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the SOCLIM cruise stations (white dots) where data have been used to train the PLSR between optical signals and the plankton community composition. (b and c) Trajectories of ﬁve BGC-Argo ﬂoats in the Indian sector of Southern Ocean used to test the PLSR and predict plankton assemblage from ﬂoat optical data. Magenta and black lines represent respectively the climatological location of the Subantarctic and Polar Front derived from satellite-derived altimetry (Swart et al., 2010).



applied to the ship data (see section 2.2). Spikes were removed from the Chl and bbp signals by applying a low-pass ﬁlter that consists of a 5-point running median followed by a 7-point running mean (Briggs et al., 2011). Finally the CTD and optical data were averaged at the depth corresponding to the sampling for plankton diversity (6 1 m). Samples for plankton community composition were acquired at 3 different depths (250 m, 100 m and surface between 5 and 10 m depending on the swell). For ﬂow cytometry analyses, 9 mL of seawater were Table 1 Plankton Groups Considered in This Study and Their Associated Characteristics Plankton group Bact Pico



Nano Micro



Contains Heterotrophic bacteria Prochlorococcus Synechococcus Picoeukaryotes Nanoplankton Diatom (55 groups) Dinoﬂagellate (14 groups) Ciliate (4 groups) Silicoﬂagellate (1 group)



Method Cytometry



Optical microscopy



Volume (mm3) a



0.25 0.68b 0.86b 2.76b 284c Shape-speciﬁc Shape-speciﬁc Shape-speciﬁc 3288



Carbon content (pgC) 0.015a 0.029b 0.080b 0.73b 15c C50:117V 0:881 d C50:760V 0:819 d C50:216V 0:939 d C50:261V 0:860 d



a



Bratbak (1985). Grob et al. (2007). c Verity et al. (1992). d Menden-Deuer and Lessard (2000). b
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sampled from the Niskin bottles, ﬁxed with glutaraldehyde (0.5% ﬁnal concentration), ﬂash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 2808C. The abundance of heterotrophic bacteria (including Bacteria and Archaea), pico- and nanoplankton was measured by ﬂow cytometry using a FACSCalibur instrument (Marie et al., 2001). Bacteria, pico- and nanoplankton biovolume and carbon content were estimated using constant cell volume and cell carbon content from the literature (Table 1).



RMSE (%)



For microplankton abundance and diversity, 100 mL of seawater was sampled in opaque bottles, ﬁxed with acidic lugol (1% ﬁnal concentration) and stored at 48C. Bact 0.71 6 0.11 14 6 4 €hl counting chamBack in the laboratory, samples were sedimented into an Utermo Pico 0.61 6 0.15 26 6 12 ber (24 h, dark). Microplankton cells were enumerated and identiﬁed to the lowest Nano 0.65 6 0.13 19 6 6 taxonomic level using an inverted microscope with phase contrast (Olympus IX70) Micro 0.59 6 0.14 17 6 5 at X400 magniﬁcation. 500 to 1,500 cells per sample were enumerated and species Global 0.84 6 0.06 661 were identiﬁed following recommendations by Hasle and Syvertsen (1997). SamNote: The mean 6 standard deviation resulting from ples were counted within 2 months following the sampling. Morphometric meas10,000 calculations is given. urements were made from high-resolution images (Olympus DP71 camera) using the Fiji image processing package (available at http://ﬁji.sc/Fiji). Biovolume of each microplankton species/group was estimated from morphometric measurements (performed on 20 individuals randomly selected for each species/group) and shape-speciﬁc equations (Hillebrand et al., 1999). Carbon content of each microplankton group was calculated using group-speciﬁc equations from the literature (Table 1). The full list of microplankton groups/species and the associated biovolume is given in the supporting information data set. The total plankton carbon (Ctot) was deﬁned as the sum of bacteria, pico-, nano- and microplankton carbon biomass: Ctot 5CBact 1CPico 1CNano 1CMicro . The relative contribution of each group to Ctot was calculated as %Cgroup 5Cgroup =Ctot . The deﬁnition of each plankton group and the associated carbon content are given in Table 1. R2



For particulate organic carbon (POC) analysis, 2 L of seawater were sampled at 12 depths from 1,000 m to the surface (comprising the three sampling depths for plankton diversity) and ﬁltered onto precalcined (24 h, 4508C) GF/F ﬁlters. Blanks were measured at each station by ﬁltering 2 L of milliQ water. Filters were stored into precalcined glass vials and dried in an oven (24 h, 508C). Back in the laboratory, samples were fumigated with pure HCl (24 h) to dissolve the carbonate fraction. The analysis of carbon was performed on a CHN analyzer (Perkin-Elmer 2400) calibrated with acetanilide. POC measurements were not corrected for possible DOC adsorption on the ﬁlter. The limit of detection (deﬁned as three time the standard deviation of the blanks for the entire cruise) was 0.2 mmol m23.



Figure 2. Relative contribution of each plankton class to (a) the total plankton volume and (b) the total plankton carbon for each samples from the SOCLIM cruise. Sample labels refer to the station and the sampling depth (from left to right: 250 m, 100 m and 10 m for each station), SAZ: Subantarctic Zone, PFZ: Polar Frontal Zone, AAZ: Antarctic zone.
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2.2. Partial Least Square Regression: Training and Testing Partial least square regression (PLSR) is a statistical multivariate regression model that allows regressing a matrix of response variables (Y, here %Cgroup) on a predictor matrix (X, here the hydrological and optical data). Its main interest is to decompose the data into principal components that best summarize both X and Y prior to the regression (Abdi, 2010). This technique prevents the bias induced by collinearity that is often observed in ecological data (e.g., co-occurence of species). The data used as predictors were depth, temperature, salinity, Chl, bbp, cp, and the ratios Chl:bbp, Chl:cp, and bbp:cp (supporting information Table S2). Because of the small amount of data used to train the PLSR (33 samples), a single cross-validation was not sufﬁcient to estimate the quality of the prediction. A bootstrapping technique was used by randomly splitting the data set into learning (2/3) and testing (1/3) subsets and calculating the coefﬁcient of determination (R2) and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the prediction. This procedure was repeated
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Figure 3. Relationship between (a) total calculated plankton carbon (Ctot) versus measured POC (n 5 33), the dotted line denotes the 1:1 relationship, (b) bbp versus POC (n 5 156), and (c) cp versus POC (n 5 156) during the SOCLIM cruise (red line). In Figures 3b and 3c, relationships from previous studies are shown for a comparison (PFZ and Ross refer to two different ﬁts for the Polar Frontal Zone and Ross sea in Stramski et al. 1999 ).



10 000 times and statistics were derived from the predictions ensemble (Table 2 and supporting information Figure S1). In this study we selected ﬁve BGC-Argo ﬂoats equipped with pressure, temperature, salinity, F, bbp (700 nm), cp (650 nm), and downward irradiance at 490 nm (Ed (490)) sensors (Wet Labs ECO triplet, Wet Labs C-rover) in the vicinity of the area where the PLSR was trained (Figures 1b and 1c), two of them being deployed during the SOCLIM cruise. Float data were downloaded from the global Argo database (Argo, 2017) accessible at ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/argo/. Prior to the prediction, the F, bbp and cp data from the ﬂoats were treated in the same way as the ship data (conversion from raw data, correction of ﬂuorescence quenching and lowpass ﬁltering for spikes removal, see section 2.1). Additionally, the cp sensor drift was corrected by subtracting the deep signal (1,000 m) from each proﬁle. Finally, the ﬂuorescence values (F) were calibrated into chlorophyll a concentration (Chl) using Ed (490) and a previously published optical model (Xing et al., 2011). Chl5F490  F



A median F490 value was calculated for each ﬂoat (supporting information Figure S2) and used to convert F data into Chl for the whole ﬂoat record. The mixed layer depth (MLD) was calculated using the density-difference criteria (0.03 kg m23 compared to the density at 20 m, de Boyer Montegut et al., 2004). The contribution of each plankton group to total plankton carbon (%Cgroup) was predicted for each ﬂoat proﬁle between 0 and 250 m using the PLSR trained with the SOCLIM cruise data.



Figure 4. (a) Heatmap of the correlation coefﬁcients between the relative contribution of each plankton group to Ctot (%Cgroup) and the hydrological and optical data collected during the SOCLIM cruise. Highly signiﬁcant coefﬁcients (p 0.004 m21 were attributed to
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large motile organisms and discarded from the enumeration. Similarly, a threshold of 0.2 mg m23 was selected to quantify the chlorophyll a ﬂuorescence spikes. These thresholds were determined empirically after the careful examination of numerous proﬁles. The total number of for both bbp and ﬂuorescence was normalized by the total number of data points below 250 m (depth of the winter mixed layer) to take into account the change in the vertical sampling resolution between summer and winter. Thereby, percentages of both bbp and ﬂuorescence spikes are provided for each ﬂoat proﬁle. The mean diameter of particles contributing to cp in the upper layer (10–50 m) was calculated following Briggs et al. (2013). This depth interval is always in the mixed layer and was chosen to take advantage of the higher recording frequency (1 data per meter) in the ﬁrst 50 meters to quantify the variance of the cp signal and avoid the inﬂuence of swell potentially injecting bubbles and/or affecting the ﬂoat ascent speed in the ﬁrst 10 meters. Brieﬂy, each raw (not unspiked) cp proﬁle was de-trended by subtracting an 11-point running median to isolate the highfrequency variability due to random ﬂuctuations in particle concentration within the sample volume. Values of detrended cp exceeding 0.066 m21 were removed in order to eliminate very large particles (>2 mm diameter) from the analysis that are too rare to be sampled reliably (Briggs et al., 2013). Additionally, the highest remaining detrended cp value from each proﬁle was removed to further reduce random variability due to large and rare particles. Mean particle diameter dML (weighted by contribution to cp) was calculated in the 10–50 m depth interval following Eq. (1).   var cp detrended V 1    (1) A cp 5   Qc aðsÞ mean cp ( aðsÞ5



12ð3sÞ21 if s  1



s2s2 =3 if s  1   tres s5 tsamp



dML 52



qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ A cp p21



Figure 5. a) Section of chlorophyll a concentration (Chl) and ( b-e) contribution of each plankton group to Ctot as predicted by the PLSR for ﬂoat 049b. Black line represents the mixed layer depth.



where var(cp_detrended) is the variance of the detrended cp signal, mean(cp) is the mean of the raw cp signal (large spikes removed), V is the sample volume (12.5 ml), Qc is the attenuation efﬁciency (2 for particles much larger than the wavelength of light, Bohren & Huffman, 1983), and a is a correction for the increase in effective sample volume due to water movement. a was calculated from a sample integration time tsamp of 1 s and a particle residence time tres of 0.1 s, based on 10 cm s21 movement speed of water through the sample volume and a mean path of 1 cm.



3. Results and Discussion 3.1. Plankton Carbon Estimation and Performance of the Prediction Despite a general dominance of microplankton to the total plankton biovolume (>80% in all samples, Figure 2a), its contribution to Ctot was generally lower (Figure 2b), reﬂecting a lower carbon content for this plankton group (Menden-Deuer & Lessard 2000; Table 1). Deep samples (250 m) were characterized by low POC concentration (1 mg m23 and the presence of typically bloom-forming diatoms (e.g., Chaetoceros curvisetus, Eucampia antarctica, supporting information data set), suggesting a recent initiation of the spring bloom (Korb et al., 2012; Lasbleiz et al., 2016). Picoplankton contribution was low in all samples (50%) related to the cell physiological status and life cycle (Menden-Deuer & Lessard, 2000). The relationships between bbp and POC and cp and POC lay between those previously reported from various locations of the ocean, and the ﬁt of POC versus bbp showed a lower R2 than that of POC versus cp (Figures 3b and 3c). This feature has been reported before and is indicative of changes in backscattering efﬁciency with the nature of particles (Cetinic´ et al., 2012; Stramski et al., 1999). For example, smaller particles associated with the lower POC concentrations would have a higher refractive index (Morel & Ahn, 1991). For this reason, POC was predicted from the cp values reported by the ﬂoats, rather than bbp. Here, we ﬁrst investigated the relationships between hydrological/optical properties and plankton groups by using simple linear correlations (Figure 4a). Bacteria were signiﬁcantly correlated with all optical variables, and more speciﬁcally positively correlated to the bbp:cp ratio, generally thought to increase with an increasing Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 for ﬂoat 036b. abundance of small particles 1 mm (Morel & Ahn, 1991; Stramski & Kiefer, 1991). Microplankton was signiﬁcantly and positively correlated with Chl, proxies of particle abundance (cp and bbp) and the Chl:bbp ratio. This observation is consistent with a previous study in the sub-polar North Atlantic that also associated high diatom biomass with elevated Chl:bbp ratios (Cetinic´ et al., 2015). To quantitatively predict the contribution of each plankton group to Ctot, we successfully trained and validated the PLSR model using the bootstrapping technique. The RMSE was not homogeneous between plankton groups and ranged from 14% for bacteria to 26% for picoplankton (Table 2). These results generally give conﬁdence in the multivariate regressive model, which allows us to apply the method on data collected by ﬁve BGC-Argo ﬂoats covering a large section of the Indian Sector of the SO. 3.2. Spatial and Seasonal Patterns of Plankton Community Structure From BGC-Argo Floats Data Float 049b was located upstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, mainly in the AAZ (Figure 1c). Float 036b drifted north of the Crozet and Kerguelen Plateaus in the Polar Frontal Zone (PFZ). Float 037c presented a long trajectory downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, crossing the Polar Front and Subantarctic Front. Floats 107c
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and 104c were respectively deployed at the SOCLIM stations FS (upstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, low biomass) and TNS08 (Downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, High biomass) in the AAZ (Figure 1b). %Cbact was generally high below the MLD (>50%) and relatively high in winter in the mixed layer (25–50%, Figures 5b–7b). Conversely, it was negligible during phytoplankton blooms. This is consistent with the inverse relationship between phytoplankton and heterotrophic bacteria contributions to total carbon observed in the global ocean (Simon et al., 1992). Although it has been demonstrated that the abundance of heterotrophic bacteria can increase drastically during phytoplankton blooms in the SO and contribute to nutrient recycling (Christaki et al., 2014; Obernosterer et al., 2008; Pearce et al., 2011), the corresponding carbon biomass is generally 40%) in autumn concomitantly with the deepening of the MLD (from 50 to >100 m). This succession from microplankton dominance in summer to nanoplankton dominance when vertical mixing increases is generally observed in situ (Arrigo et al., 1999; Goffart et al., 2000; Mangoni et al., 2004; Uitz et al., 2009) and also suggested from phytoplankton groups based on predictions from satellite-derived observations (Alvain et al., 2008). All the ﬂoats located in the AAZ reported elevated Chl (>1 mg m23) with a concomitant dominance (>80%, Figures 5e, 8e, and 9e) of microplankton. Diatoms dominated the microplankton counts and biomass in the SOCLIM data set used to train the PLSR (supporting information data set). It is likely that the strong microplankton dominance predicted from the ﬂoat data reﬂects a major diatom contribution as usually observed in productive environments of the SO (Armand et al., 2008; Korb et al., 2012; Lasbleiz et al., 2016; Rembauville et al., 2016a). Floats 107c and 104c, respectively deployed at low- and high biomass sites in the vicinity of the Kerguelen Plateau, clearly reported the succession from a dominance of nano- to microplankton during the spring/summer phytoplankton bloom (Figures 8 and 9). However, in November, the microplankton
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contribution was higher downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (>90%, Figure 9d) when compared to upstream (50–80%, Figure 8d). This observation is likely attributed to the higher iron availability downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (Blain et al., 2008; Queroue et al., 2015) that supports a phytoplankton bloom clearly dominated by diatoms (Armand et al., 2008; Lasbleiz et al., 2016). Moreover, ﬂoat 104c reported a patch of microplankton biomass in December below the mixed layer (150–200 m, Figure 9d). This could be interpreted as the export of diatoms at the end of the bloom resulting from aggregation or other ecological processes (e.g., resting spore formation) as previously described in this area (Laurenceau-Cornec et al., 2015; Rembauville et al., 2015). Particle detrainment associated with the shoaling of the MLD could also explain the presence of phytoplankton biomass below the mixed layer (Dall’Olmo et al., 2016). The mean particle diameter within the mixed layer (dML, estimated from high frequency cp variability) ranged 15 – 500 mm (Figure 10). It represents an average of idealized spherical particles that hides an important diversity of particles sizes and shapes in the ocean (e.g., parallelepiped pennate to spiny centric diatoms, in single cells or chains, spherical to tabular faecal pellets). However, although dML showed high variability at short time scale, the values and seasonal patterns are broadly consistent with the POC dynamics and the predicted plankton community structure. Lowest dML (15–50 mm) was preferentially observed in winter when %Cmicro was low and %Cnano was relatively high. This value might be considered as an average for the abundant nanoplankton (1,000 mm length) (Armand et al., 2008; ska et al., 1998; Lasbleiz et al., 2016; Rembauville et al., Kopczyn 2016a). Interestingly, the late summer nanoplankton-dominated bloom North of Crozet was not associated with any increase in dML that remained 100 m d21; Smayda, 1969). The sinking of phytoplankton aggregates might result from nutrient limitation at the end of the phytoplankton bloom (Thornton, 2002). Given the higher sinking speed and the mechanical protection of the faecal pellets, they might be associated with a high transfer efﬁciency to the mesopelagic ocean (Cavan et al., 2017). However, because of the very different composition and sinking speed of these export vectors, the carbon export ﬂuxes associated with the bbp and ﬂuorescence spikes cannot be quantiﬁed here.
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4. Conclusion During the SOCLIM cruise, plankton carbon was partitioned among bacteria, pico-, nano- and microplankton and the associated hydrological and optical parameters were collected. Based on a statistical multivariate regression, the carbon partitioning between these plankton groups can be reasonably estimated from the hydrological and optical properties. This allows a prediction of plankton carbon partitioning based on BGCArgo ﬂoat data located in the vicinity of ship-based observations. The seasonal and geographical patterns of the predicted plankton carbon partitioning appears consistent with literature data and agree with an independent estimate of the mean particles size within the mixed layer based on high frequency cp variability. This methodology can be used to address speciﬁc biogeochemical questions such as the impact of plankton community structure on the distribution of particles in the upper mesopelagic. Microplankton-dominated conditions lead to an increase in the occurrence of spikes in the bbp signal in the mesopelagic attributed to large particles such as faecal pellets. More speciﬁcally, intense microplankton blooms are associated with the presence of large ﬂuorescent particles below 250 m interpreted as the export of fresh phytoaggregates. These results suggest that microplankton blooms of high magnitude might lead to the export of relatively fresh large particles below the winter mixed layer depth. Thanks to the acquisition of a dedicated data set allowing relationships between plankton composition and optical proxies to be established, this study emphasizes the potential of proﬁling ﬂoats to propagate these relationships in space and time over the ﬂoat life-time. In the SO, climate change is likely to impact the plankton community structure (Alvain et al., 2013; Boyd et al., 2016; Davidson et al., 2016; Petrou et al., 2016) and long observational time series are currently missing to document such changes. Autonomous platforms are powerful tools that can document important ecological and biogeochemical processes currently under-sampled by classical ship-based oceanographic cruises. Together with local biologicallyresolved studies and other ﬂoat-based estimates of carbon ﬂuxes (Estapa et al., 2017) or chemical parameters (Sauze`de et al., 2017), this approach allows to ﬁll observational gaps and might help to document at large scale potential shifts in plankton community structure and the associated changes in the functioning of the biological pump. Acknowledgments We thank the captain V. Broi and the crew of the R/V Marion Dufresne II for their support aboard. We thank people from DT-INSU and IPEV for the excellent technical support during the cruise and Audrey Gueneugue`s and Pavla Debeljak for the collection of the samples for ﬂow cytometry. This work is part of the project SOCLIM (Southern Ocean and climate) supported by the French research program LEFE-CYBER of INSU-CNRS, the Climate Initiative of the foundation BNP Paribas, the French polar institute (IPEV), the European Research Council (remOcean project, grant agreement 246777), and the Universite Pierre et Marie Curie. These data were collected and made freely available by the International Argo Program and the national programs that contribute to it (http://www.argo.ucsd.edu, http://argo. jcommops.org). The Argo Program is part of the Global Ocean Observing System.
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